
Western Kentucky University 
English 100: Introduction to College Writing  
Spring 2016     
                                                          
Instructor: Leigh Cheak 

Section: 100 - 006          

Meeting Time: 12:40 PM – 1:35 PM        

Meeting Location: Cherry Hall 104       
 
Instructor's Email: Brittany.Cheak708@topper.wku.edu * 

*Please include your section number in the subject heading line when emailing me 
Office Location:  Cherry 7H  

Office Phone:  270-745-6222  

Office Hours: WF 11:30 AM - 12:30 PM 
 
Required Textbooks:  

• They Say I Say: The Moves That Matter in Academic Writing by Gerald Graff and Cathy 
Birkenstein, Second edition (2010). ISBN: 9780393933611 

   
Other Items Needed:  

• Access to a computer with a reliable Internet connection. It is important to keep up with 
Blackboard and your email account. 

• Microsoft Word or word processing software that saves files in .doc or .docx file format  
• Adobe Acrobat Reader (a free download from Adobe.com)  
• Post-It notes. 

 
Prerequisite:   

Minimum score of 16 on English section of ACT or successful completion of ENG 055C with a grade 
of "C" or higher.  

 
Important Dates: 

• January 23 –   Classes begin 
• January 30 –  Last day to add a class. Last day to drop a class without a grade.  
• March 10 -   Last day to drop a class with a W. 
• March 13-17 –  Spring Break (no classes) 
• March 24 –  FN Date (60% point in the semester)  
• May 8-12 –  Final Exams 

 
 
  



Course Requirements:    

In order to pass this course, students must:  

• write and revise three formal essays as follows:  

1. Essay #1: An analysis on how your name shaped/shapes you as a person. Should include 
personal narrative as well as a thesis statement and evidence (2-3 full pages). Process 
memo required.  

2. Essay #2 (Rhetorical Analysis):  Analysis of gendered advertisements using brief 
summaries and MLA citations (4-5 full pages; at least four sources required). Proposal 
and process memo required. 

3. Essay #3 (Argumentative Research Essay):  a research paper that adds to an existing 
conversation, making an original argument in response to arguments made in writing by 
others (8-10 full pages). Annotated bibliography and process memo required. You will 
also meet with me for conferencing.  

• write and submit 14 journal entries (one for each week of class). These must be at least 1 
page, with a limit of 4 pages (you never know... some things are hard to contain). I will give 
a prompt each week that I want you to respond to. As long as you meet the page 
requirement and I can see effort and consideration in these journals, you will receive full 
credit. These must be typed. They will not be graded for criteria beyond answering the 
journal prompts. Four free-write journals may be substituted for any four prompts. Please 
indicate which journals are free-writes.  Journals are due on the Friday of the week they are 
assigned.  

• participate during in-class discussions, writing activities, group activities, and peer review. 

• complete assigned readings on time. 

• complete the final exam. 

 
 
Evaluation:    

The course will be evaluated according to the following table:  
 

Essay #1:                                                                                          10%  

Essay #2:                                                                                          15%  

Essay #3:                                                                                          20%  
Journal Entries:                                                                               15%  

Daily Work/Group Work              15% 
Homework/Assignments:                                                15%   
Final:                 10% 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Total                                                                                                 100%  

   
 
You must complete all three major writing assignments and the final in order to pass this class. 
For more insight into how essays are graded, see "Evaluation Guidelines for English 100 Essays" the 
end of this document.  

   
I will determine your final grade based on your percentage of the total points possible, using the 
following table:  



     
90-100  A  

80-89   B  

70-79   C  

60-69  D  

Below 60 F  

  
Note: I will not change your final course grade except in the case of a mathematical error.   

Please do not take up my time with last-minute requests for extra credit or tales about how you need 
a better grade so that you can get into law school, get into graduate school, get back into your 
parents' good graces (or other similar irrelevancies).  I will not participate in any conversation or 
reply to any email message whose subject is grade-grubbing. That said, I encourage students to 
come to me—early in the semester—asking for advice on how to raise their performance (and thus 
their grade) in future assignments. I want you to be successful in this class, and promise that I will 
make myself available to help you achieve that success.   
 

 
Course Policies:  

Note: These policies are blunt so as to not be misinterpreted. My intent is not to be  
authoritarian, but to provide you with clear expectations.  

 
Plagiarism:    

Plagiarism, representing someone else's words as your own or reusing your words without 
proper citation, is grounds for failure in this course. I do not tolerate academic dishonesty 
of any kind.  I reserve the right to query any practices and work submitted by students, 
especially upon the raised suspicion of unscrupulous behavior or work. This may involve 
providing proof of research and/or one-on-one conversations about your work, writing 
practices, and your work’s content. Work may also be checked using plagiarism detection 
software.  

  
Recycled Writing:  

All writing submitted for this course must be produced this semester, for this class. 
Students who submit writing completed for other attempts at English 100 or other courses 
will receive zero points for the first instance. A second infraction may result in the student 
receiving a failing grade for the course.   

   
General Civility:  

Be respectful of others and their opinions. I like to have free and open discussions of what 
we think and feel about the texts we encounter in this course and the writing we produce. 
Even if you don’t agree with another student, I expect you to conduct yourself appropriately.  
 
Also, disruptive behavior, besides being rude and unmannerly, disrupts the sharing of 
knowledge in the classroom. I will give a verbal warning, then a conference, then a written 
notification that the person is violating the intellectual integrity of the class. If the behavior 
persists, I will have the student permanently removed from the classroom. In extreme cases, 



the student will be dropped from the class without proceeding through any of the 
aforementioned steps. Disruptive behavior includes but is not limited to: 

• Having your cell phone ring during class 
• Texting in class 
• Using social media in class  
• Falling asleep in class 
• Conversations with a classmate outside of group work 
• Uncontrolled outbursts 

 
If you need to clarify a point from the lecture, please ask me—I will be more than happy to 
repeat or rephrase what was said.  
 
If someone chooses to use hateful, inappropriate language, I will report him/her to Judicial 
Affairs. Be smart.  
 
Attendance and Punctuality:    

When you enroll in this course, you commit to attending every class session. Attendance will 
be taken daily through a sign-in sheet. The university policy states:  

   
Registration in a course obligates the student to be regular and punctual in 
class attendance. Students who, without previous arrangement with the 
instructor or department, fail to attend the first two class meetings of a course 
meeting multiple times per week or the first meeting of a class that meets one 
time per week MAY be dropped from the course… Nonattendance does not 
release students from the responsibility to officially drop any course for which 
they have enrolled and choose not to complete… Students who cease 
attending class are expected to properly withdraw from the course.  

   
All absences count the same—there is no distinction between excused and unexcused 
absences. Students have six freebie absences which will not affect the final grade. However, 
the seventh absence will earn an F for the course. Missing half of a class session or more will 
constitute as an absence.  Two tardies or early departures will be treated as an absence.  The 
only exceptions include: military duty, jury duty, school-sponsored events, natural disasters, 
acts of terrorism, and/or a zombie apocalypse. If you miss a class session, be sure to get class 
notes and assignments from your peers; you will still be responsible for obtaining the 
assignments to turn them in on time. If you have extenuating circumstances, please meet 
with me so we can discuss options.  
 

In this class, attendance is synonymous with participation. I expect each student to come to 
class prepared to engage in our activities. Class is much more enjoyable that way. Those who 
fail to come to class prepared may be asked to leave, and therefore counted as absent.  
 
If you attend every class session, you will earn an additional two points to your final grade.  

   
Note: Regardless of how much I may like you, your intellectual capabilities, or how 
convincing your argument may be, these attendance policies will be strictly upheld. 



 
 
Late and Make-Up Work:    

Deadlines are a part of every writer's life. Therefore, I will not accept late work. Problems 
with technology, including printing, are not excuses for late assignments. If you miss a class, 
you will not be able to make up the points available for assignments given and completed 
during that class period.  If you have extenuating circumstances, you are invited to discuss 
your situation with me. This does not guarantee that you will receive a pardon.  
 

  Email:  

Make sure your email works and check it often. I’m sure you already do this, but I’m telling 
you in a legal document that failure to check your email will not be tolerated as an excuse 
for not knowing information. I will use email to contact you regarding important 
information such as schedule shifts and class cancellation due to illness or inclement 
weather.   

 
Electronic Devices:   

You are an adult, and you’re paying for this class. Be smart. I don’t want to see constant 
phone usage. If I see a phone, the entire class will be given a pop quiz that will be worth 5 
classwork points.  
 
Computer Classrooms: 

If your class meets in a computer classroom, then no food, drinks, gum, etc. are allowed in 
this room*. The only exception is bottled water, which should be kept at the center tables. 
When meeting in this classroom, you may use the computers before class begins. I expect, 
however, that the computer screen will be turned off when class begins. You should also be 
logged out of social networking sites. Any printing (relative to this class only) should be 
completed before the start of class.  
 
*Failure to comply with this policy will result in a request to throw the item away or for 
the student to leave the classroom and be counted absent for that day.  
 

Withdrawal Policy: 

To withdraw from the class, the student should initiate an official withdrawal in the 
registrar’s office; nonattendance does NOT constitute official withdrawal—instead, you 
receive an “F” on your transcripts—the permanent record of your educational journey. You 
may not change to an Audit without first signing a contract with me.  

     
 

Colonnade (Fall 2014 and later) Learning Outcomes Met by this Course:  

English 100 helps to fulfill the written communication (WC) Colonnade Foundations requirement. 
Upon completion of English 100, students will demonstrate the ability to:  

1. Write clear and effective prose in several forms, using conventions appropriate to audience 
(including academic audiences), purpose, and genre.   

2. Find, analyze, evaluate, and cite pertinent primary and secondary sources, including 
academic databases, to prepare written texts.   



3. Identify, analyze, and evaluate statements, assumptions, and conclusions representing 
diverse points of view, and construct informed, sustained, and ethical arguments in 
response.   

4. Plan, organize, revise, practice, edit, and proofread to improve the development and clarity 
of ideas.  

  
 
ADA Notice:    

Students with disabilities who require accommodations (academic adjustments and/or auxiliary aids 
or services) for this course must contact the Office for Student Disability Services in Garrett 101.  The 
OFSDS telephone number is (270) 745-5004.  Per university policy, please DO NOT request 
accommodations directly from the professor without a letter of accommodation from the Office for 
Student Disability Services.  
 
SACS Assessment Notice: 
As part of a university-wide accreditation study, a small sample of papers will be collected from 
randomly-selected individuals in all ENG 100 classes this semester. The papers will be examined 
anonymously as part of a program assessment; results will have no bearing on student assessment 
or course grades. 

 
Writing Center Assistance:    

The Writing Center is located in Cherry Hall 123 on the Bowling Green campus and also offers 
online consultations for students who live at a distance or who cannot visit during our operating 
hours. Our writing tutors have been trained to provide helpful feedback to students at all phases of 
a writing project: they can help you brainstorm ideas, structure your essay, clarify your purpose, 
strengthen your support, and edit for clarity and correctness. But they will not revise or edit the 
paper for you. See instructions of the website www.wku.edu/writingcenter for making online or face-
to-face appointments. Or call (270) 745-5719 during our operating hours (also listed on our website) 
for help scheduling an appointment.   

  
Resolving Complaints about Grades:    

The first step in resolving a complaint about grades is ordinarily for the student to resolve the 
problem directly with the professor. If that attempt is unsuccessful, the student may bring the matter 
to the Department Head, who will assist the professor and the student in reaching a resolution. See 
the Student Handbook, available online at http://www.wku.edu/handbook/ for the full policy.  

  

  



Weekly Planner (Spring 2017) 

 Day Date Assignments 

1    

 
M  Welcome to College! Syllabus review / Icebreaker 

Syllabus Quiz 

 
W  What Do You Love/Hate Diagnostic 

Read “I Take Your Point” and “Shitty First Drafts” 

 
F  How Discussions Work/ Writing as a Process 

Read “Entering the Conversation,” “Short Assignments” and 
“Polaroids” 

2    

 
M  What Profs Are Looking For / Writing Metaphors 

Read “Ain’t So / Is Not” and print Email assignment 

 
W  Bending the Rules / Email Assignment  

Complete activity and complete Email assignment 

 F  Review Email Assignment / Annotation 
Read “They Say” and annotate 

3    

 
M  “They Say” / MLA Formatting 

Print Essay 1 assignment; read and annotate “Her Point is” 

 
W  The Art of Summarizing / Assign Essay #1 

Read and annotate “So What? Who Cares” 

 F  “So What? Who Cares?”  
Choose a name and start Drafting 

4    

 
M  Drafting 

Submit first draft; Read “He Says Contends” 

 
W  How to Revise a First Draft / Write a Process Memo 

Read and annotate “Getting Called Fag" and "Why Should 
Married Women Change their Names 

 
F  Names and Identity 

Revise essay #1 and print three copies for peer review 
5    

 
M  Peer Review Essay #1 

Read and annotate “Yes / No / Okay, But” and “As He 
Himself Puts It”; Revise first draft 

 W  Ways to Respond / Art of Using Quotation  
Read “The Plight of Young Males” 

 
F  "Plight of Young Males" / Argument Deconstruction 

Essay #1 Due 
Read “Terministic Screens”  



6    

 
M  Selection, Reflection, Deflection  

Finish putting presentations together 

 
W  Selection, Reflection, Deflection 

Finish putting presentations together 

 
F  Selection, Reflection, Deflection – Presentations 

Read Rhetoric and Fallacy handout 
7    

 
M  Fallacies and Arguments and Appeals, Oh My! / TSwift 

Analysis  
Print Essay 2 Assignment; Mark appeals on “PoYM” 

 
W  Assign Essay #2 / Watch and discuss videos / Proposals 

Determine topic and draft proposal; Read “Distinguishing 
What You Say from what They Say” 

 
F  “Distinguishing What You Say from what They Say” 

Complete and submit Proposal 
8    

 M  Spring Break – No Classes or Assignments 
 W  Spring Break – No Classes or Assignments 
 F  Spring Break – No Classes or Assignments 

	
9    

 
M 

 
Review Proposals 
Begin drafting Essay 2 

 
W 

 
Drafting Day 
Continue drafting 

 
F 

 
MLA and Works Cited / “Bad Romance” 
Submit first draft; read and annotate “As a Result” 

10    

 
M 

 
Templates and Style  
Read and annotate “Learning to Be Gendered” 

 
W 

 
Learning to Be Gendered" and Implications 
Finish revising Essay 2 and print two copies for peer review 

 
F 

 

Peer Review  
Revise and submit final draft; Read and annotate “Little Girls 
or Little Women” 

11    

 
M 

 
The Plight of Women and Men / Essay #2 Due  
Print Essay 3 assignment 

 
W 

 
Introduce Essay #3 / Let’s Talk Topics 
Select topic and begin researching 

 
F 

 
What’s an Annotated Bibliography? / Research Day 
Work on annotated bibliography 



 
 

12 

 

  

 

M 

 

Sign up for conferencing / Boolean Operators / Drafting 
Day   
Submit Annotated Bib.; Read and annotate “Skeptics May 
Object” 

 
W 

 
Counter-Argument How-To 
Read and annotate “But Don’t Get Me Wrong” 

 F 
 

How to Fight / The Art of Meta  
Revise and submit first draft 

13    

 
M 

 
Classes cancelled for conferencing 
Revise essay 

 
W 

 
Classes cancelled for conferencing 
Revise essay 

 F 
 

Classes cancelled for conferencing 
Revise essay 

14    

 
M 

 
Post-it Method / Drafting day 
Revise essay 

 
W 

 
Peer Review Essay #3  
Revise essay 

 F 
 

Final Questions / Essay #3 Due 
Revise and submit Essay #3 

15    
 M  Revision vs Editing 
 W  Revision and Various Grammar Lessons 
 F  Wrap-up and Final Questions 
    

16 FINALS WEEK 
 
 

 

 

Note: I reserve the right to change and update the syllabus at any point during the semester. While I will 
not add additional work, I may change due dates, readings, and other aspects of the course.  



Evaluation Guidelines for English 100 Essays  

   

An 'A' essay responds to the assigned topic with clear and perceptive ideas that are supported by 
concrete, relevant details and examples.  The 'A' essay has a lucid, significant controlling idea, which 
is fully developed.  The 'A' essay exhibits noticeable originality or unusual insight.  The structure, 
support, voice, and tone demonstrate an appropriate consideration of audience and purpose.  The 
paragraphs are well organized to support the controlling idea, and they progress through necessary, 
evident stages that reveal an awareness of the conventions of structure, including the use of 
appropriate transitions.  Paragraphs are internally cohesive, and their controlling ideas are clearly 
discernible or easily recovered from the specifics of the paragraph.  Sentences are varied in structure, 
and word choice is precise, fresh, and economical.  Grammar errors are absent or so limited so as not 
to disrupt the essay's readability in any way. Exceptional Work 

  
A 'B' essay responds to the assigned topic through clear and sufficient ideas that are supported by 
concrete, relevant details and examples.  The 'B' essay has a lucid, significant, controlling idea or 
thesis.  The essay demonstrates an awareness of audience and purpose evidenced mainly in an 
appropriate use of structure and support or of tone.  Generally, the essay's paragraphs are organized 
to support the controlling idea, although the structure of the 'B' essay may be slightly unwieldy and 
the use of transitions may be basic and predictable.  Paragraphs are internally cohesive, and their 
controlling ideas are discernible or recoverable from the specifics of the paragraph.  Sentences are 
clear, but may demonstrate only a basic understanding of stylistic variation; word choice is precise, 
if not always economical and fresh.  Grammar errors are minimal or so limited as not to disrupt the 
essay's readability in any major way. Above-Average Work 

   
A 'C' essay responds sufficiently to the assigned topic, but that response may be generally unclear 
and ineffective and may be developed through superficial or trite generalizations.  The 'C' essay has 
a discernible controlling idea or thesis although the organization is often loose or repetitive.  The 
essay demonstrates some awareness of audience and purpose as evidenced in its structure and 
support or its tone.  Paragraphs are generally internally cohesive, and there is an attempt to 
structure them in order to support the thesis, but the support includes little explanation or comment; 
use of transitions is limited and predictable.  Sentence structures are either loose and sprawling or 
basic and monotonous, but their meanings are generally clear; word choice is occasionally imprecise 
and basic.  Grammar errors occasionally disrupt the essay's readability. Average work.  

   
A 'D' essay responds to the assigned topic, but usually in a way that is incomplete and 
insufficient.  There may be a discernible thesis, but that thesis is generally under-developed and trite 
and the organization is illogical or confused.  Paragraphs demonstrate a general attempt at 
cohesiveness, but generalizations are not supported by evidence, or that evidence is sketchy or 
irrelevant.  There is little or no use of transition devices.  There is little sense of audience and 
purpose, and that awareness is only minimally evident in the writer's choice of tone, structure, and 
supports.  Sentence structures show little attention to detail, and evidence only a casual attempt at 
revision.  Vocabulary is inadequate, and word choice is considerably flawed.  Grammar errors are so 
pervasive as to disrupt consistently the essay's readability. Below-Average Work 

 
An 'F' essay is incomplete or does not meet the assignment. Fails to Meet Requirements 


